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Abstract

We study the problem of coarse-grained re-001
sponse selection in retrieval-based dialogue sys-002
tems. The problem is equally important with003
fine-grained response selection, but is less ex-004
plored in existing literature. In this paper, we005
propose a Contextual Fine-to-Coarse (CFC)006
distilled model for coarse-grained response se-007
lection in open-domain conversations. In our008
CFC model, dense representations of query,009
candidate contexts and responses is learned010
based on the multi-tower architecture using con-011
textual matching, and richer knowledge learned012
from the one-tower architecture (fine-grained)013
is distilled into the multi-tower architecture014
(coarse-grained) to enhance the performance015
of the retriever. To evaluate the performance016
of the proposed model, we construct two new017
datasets based on the Reddit comments dump018
and Twitter corpus. Extensive experimental re-019
sults on the two datasets show that the proposed020
method achieves huge improvement over all021
evaluation metrics compared with traditional022
baseline methods.023

1 Introduction024

Given utterances of a query, the retrieval-based di-025

alogue (RBD) system aims to search for the most026

relevant response from a set of historical records of027

conversations (Higashinaka et al., 2014; Yan et al.,028

2016; Boussaha et al., 2019). A complete RBD029

system usually contain two stages: coarse-grained030

response selection (RS) and fine-grained response031

selection (Fu et al., 2020). As shown in Figure 1,032

in coarse-grained RS stage, the retriever identifies033

a much smaller list of candidates (usually dozens)034

from large-scale candidate database (up to millions035

or more), then the ranker in fine-grained RS stage036

selects the best response from the retrieved candi-037

date list.038

Recent studies (Whang et al., 2020; Xu et al.,039

2020, 2021; Whang et al., 2021) pay more attention040

on fine-grained RS and various complex models041
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Figure 1: A common structure of retrieval-based dia-
logue system, where coarse-grained RS provides a much
smaller (M ≪ N ) candidate set for fine-grained RS.
QY and Cand are the abbreviations of query and candi-
date respectively.

are proposed to compute the similarities between 042

the query and candidates for response selection. 043

Although promising improvements have been re- 044

ported, the performance of fine-grained stage is 045

inevitably limited by the quality of the candidate 046

list constructed. Therefore, a high-quality coarse- 047

grained RS module is crucial, which is less ex- 048

plored in existing literature (Lan et al., 2020). 049

In this paper, we focus on the task of coarse- 050

grained response selection, i.e., dialogue response 051

retrieval. There are two major challenges. First, dif- 052

ferent from general text matching tasks such as ad- 053

hoc retrieval (Hui et al., 2018) or question answer- 054

ing (QA) retrieval (Karpukhin et al., 2020), key- 055

words overlapping between context and response 056

in dialogue are potentially rare, such as when a 057

topic transition (Sevegnani et al., 2021) occurs in re- 058

sponse. This makes it difficult to directly match the 059

query with candidate responses. Second, compared 060

with fine-grained RS, coarse-grained RS deals with 061

much larger number of candidates. Therefore, it is 062

impractical to apply complex matching model that 063

jointly process query and response for the similar- 064

ity computation like in fine-grained RS, due to the 065

retrieval latency (traverse millions of candidates on- 066

line). Instead, the efficient BM25 system (Robert- 067

son and Zaragoza, 2009) based on sparse repre- 068

sentations is the mainstream algorithm in coarse- 069
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grained text matching.070

To mitigate the above mentioned two problems,071

we propose a Contextual Fine-to-Coarse (CFC)072

distilled model for coarse-grained RS. Instead of073

matching query with response directly, we propose074

a novel task of query-to-context matching in coarse-075

grained retrieval, i.e. contextual matching. Given a076

query, it is matched with candidate contexts to find077

most similar ones, and the corresponding responses078

are returned as the retrieved result. In this case, the079

potential richer keywords in the contexts can be uti-080

lized. To take the advantage of complex model and081

keep the computation cost acceptable, we distillate082

the knowledge learned from fine-grained RS into083

coarse-grained RS while maintaining the original084

architecture.085

For the evaluation, there is no existing dataset086

that can be used to evaluate our model in the setting087

of contextual matching, because it needs to match088

context with context during training, while positive089

pairs of context-context is not naturally available090

like context-response pairs. Therefore, we con-091

struct two datasets based on Reddit comment dump092

and Twitter corpus. Extensive experimental results093

show that our proposed model greatly improve the094

retrieval recall rate and the perplexity and relevance095

of the retrieved responses on both datasets.096

The main contributions of this paper are three-097

fold: 1) We explore the problem of coarse-grained098

RS in open domain conversations and propose a099

Contextual Fine-to-Coarse (CFC) distilled model;100

2) We construct two new datasets based on Reddit101

comment dump and Twitter corpus, as a new bench-102

mark to evaluate coarse-grained RS task; 3) We103

construct extensive experiments to demonstrate the104

effectiveness and potential of our proposed model105

in coarse-grained RS. Both dataset and code will106

be released to facilitate further research on RBD107

systems.108

2 Method109

In coarse-grain response selection, there is a fixed110

candidate database containing a large number of111

context-response pairs. Formally, given a query,112

i.e., a new context, the goal is to retrieve Top-K113

most suitable responses for the query from the can-114

didate database.115

We propose a contextual fine-to-coarse distilla-116

tion framework for the task of coarse-grain RS.117

First, we formulate the problem as a task of con-118

textual matching, i.e., match query with context119

instead response; Second, we utilize a multi-tower 120

architecture to deal with the similarity computa- 121

tion of query and candidates in contextual match- 122

ing; Third, we utilize knowledge distillation to 123

leverage the deep interaction between query and 124

response learned in one-tower architecture. 125

2.1 Contextual Matching 126

An intuitive idea of coarse-grain RS is to treat all 127

responses as candidate documents and directly use 128

query to retrieve them, while this non-contextual 129

approach results in a quite low retrieval recall rate 130

(Lan et al., 2020). Inspired by recent studies of 131

context-to-context matching in fine-grained RS (Fu 132

et al., 2020), we propose contextual matching in 133

coarse-grain RS, which is to match the query with 134

candidate contexts, and return the responses corre- 135

sponding to the most similar contexts. We consider 136

three ways of contextual matching. 137

Query-Context (QC) In QC matching, we treat 138

contexts instead of responses as candidate docu- 139

ments. At run-time, we calculate the similarities 140

between query and candidate contexts, and the re- 141

sponses corresponding to the Top-K most similar 142

contexts are returned as the retrieved results. The 143

motivation of using QC matching is similar con- 144

texts may also share similar responses. 145

Query-Session (QS) A session represents the 146

concatenated text of context and corresponding re- 147

sponse (Fu et al., 2020), which we think more in- 148

formative than context alone. In QS matching, we 149

treat sessions as candidate documents and return 150

the responses in Top-K most similar sessions as the 151

retrieved results. 152

Decoupled Query-Session (DQS) Apart from 153

QS matching, we also consider a decoupled way 154

to match query with candidate sessions. In DQS 155

matching, we treat contexts and responses as inde- 156

pendent candidate documents. Similarities between 157

query and contexts, query and responses are first 158

calculated independently, then the query-session 159

similarity can be obtained by the weighted sum. 160

QS and DQS matching are actually two different 161

ways to calculate query-session similarity. 162

2.2 Multi-Tower Architecture 163

For the retriever to search large-scale candidates 164

with low latency, neural-based retrievers are usu- 165

ally designed as (or limited to) multi-tower archi- 166

tecture (Figure 2). In multi-tower models, the 167
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(a) Two-tower model based on QS matching (b) Three-tower model based on DQS matching

Figure 2: Multi-tower architecture with independent encoders, the hidden representation of the [CLS] token of each
sequence is passed through a linear layer followed by a hyperbolic tangent (Tanh) activation function to get the
dense representations (embeddings) of the entire sentence.

query and the candidates are independently mapped168

to a common vector space by different encoders,169

where similarity can be calculated. After training,170

the embeddings of large-scale candidates can be171

pre-calculated offline, and only the embedding of172

query needs to be calculated online. In this way,173

fast sublinear-time approximation methods such as174

approximate nearest neighbor search (Shrivastava175

and Li, 2014) can be utilized to search for Top-K176

vectors that are most similar to the query, which177

can achieve an acceptable retrieval latency during178

inference.179

2.2.1 Two-Tower Model180

For QC and QS matching, two-tower architecture is181

adopted. Taking QS matching as an example (Fig-182

ure 2(a)), the dense session encoder ES(·) maps183

any candidate session to real-valued embedding184

vectors in a d-dimensional space, and an index is185

built for all the N session vectors for retrieval. At186

run-time, a different dense query encoder EQ(·)187

maps the query to a d-dimensional vector, and re-188

trieves k candidate sessions of which vectors are189

the closest to the query vector. We use the dot190

product of vectors as the similarity between query191

and candidate session following (Karpukhin et al.,192

2020).193

2.2.2 Three-Tower Model194

For DQS matching, dense representations of query,195

context and response are independently calculated,196

the architecture is thus designed as three-tower197

with three encoders, which is query encoder EQ(·),198

context encoder EC(·) and response encoder ER(·)199

(Figure 2(b)). Similarly, context and response vec-200

tors are calculated and cached offline respectively201

and two indexes are built for retrieving them. The202

final similarity of query and session is weighted203

by the dot product of query-context and query- 204

response. The weighting coefficient λ can be ad- 205

justed to determine whether it is biased to match 206

the context or match the response1. 207

2.2.3 Training Multi-Tower Model 208

We unify the training of the two-tower and three- 209

tower models by formalizing them into a same met- 210

ric learning problem (Kulis et al., 2012). The goal 211

is to learn a matching space where similarities be- 212

tween positive pairs is higher than negative ones, 213

by learning a better embedding function. We use 214

the training of three-tower model (DQS matching) 215

as an example. Formally, we denote the training set 216

as D = {qi, {k+i , k
−
i }}Ni=1. Each training instance 217

contains a query qi, a set of positive examples k+i 218

and a set of negative examples k−i . Among them, 219

k+i contain several positive contexts and several 220

positive responses, similarly, k−i contain several 221

negative contexts and several negative responses. 222

We optimize the loss function as the sum of nega- 223

tive log likelihood of all positive pairs simultane- 224

ously: 225

L(qi) = −log

∑
k
′∈{k+i } e

sim(qi,k
′
)∑

k′∈{k+i ,k−i } e
sim(qi,k

′ )
(1) 226

where the similarity function is defined as: 227

sim(qi, k
′
) = EQ(qi) · E(k

′
). (2) 228

The embedding function E(·) of k
′

in Equation 229

2 can be EC(·) or ER(·), depending on the type of 230

k
′
. 231

1In all experiments in this paper, λ is set to 1 to treat
candidate context and response equally.
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Positive and negative examples The core is-232

sue of training multi-tower models for contextual233

matching is to find positive pairs of query-context234

(or query-session). In this paper, we assume that235

contexts with exactly the same response are pos-236

itive samples of each other, which is a cautious237

but reliable strategy. Formally, given a response238

r, if there are multiple contexts whose response239

is r, then we can randomly selected one context240

as the query q, and the other contexts are positive241

contexts of q, and r is the positive response of q.242

Negative samples of contexts and responses can be243

obtained from in-batch (Karpukhin et al., 2020) or244

random sampling from database. Similarly, pos-245

itive query-session is obtained by replacing the246

context in positive query-context with the whole247

session.248

2.3 Distillation from One-Tower Model249

In multi-tower architecture, the query and candi-250

dates are expressed by their embeddings indepen-251

dently, which may cause the loss of information,252

and their monotonous way of interaction (inner253

product) further limits the capability (Lin et al.,254

2020). Comparing with multi-tower model, one-255

tower model takes both the query and the candidate256

as a concatenated input and allow the cross atten-257

tion between query and candidate in self-attention258

layer. Despite fewer parameters, one-tower model259

have been shown to learn a more informative rep-260

resentations than multi-tower model, thus it is pre-261

ferred in fine-grained RS (Yang and Seo, 2020).262

To leverage the richer expressiveness learned by263

the one-tower model, knowledge from one-tower264

model is distilled into multi-tower model to en-265

hance the retriever.266

2.3.1 Training One-Tower Model267

Before distillation, we need to train teacher mod-268

els based on one-tower architecture. Let’s take the269

training of teacher model for QS matching as an270

example. A single encoder is trained to distinguish271

whether the query and the session are relevant (pos-272

itive), and the form is exactly same as the next273

sentence prediction (NSP) task in the BERT (De-274

vlin et al., 2018) pre-training. Formally, given a275

training set D = {qi, si, li}Ni=1, where qi is the276

query, si is the candidate session and li ∈ {0, 1}277

denotes whether qi and si is a positive pair. To be278

specific, given a query q and candidate session s,279

the encoder obtains the joint representation of the280

concatenated text of q and s, and then computes the281

similarity score through a linear layer, the training 282

objective is binary cross entropy loss. 283

We summarize the main difference between 284

one-tower and multi-tower as follows: one-tower 285

model is more expressive, but less efficient and can- 286

not handle large-scale candidates. The main reason 287

is that feature-based method of calculating similar- 288

ity scores rather than inner product limits the capa- 289

bility of offline caching. For new queries, the simi- 290

larities with all candidates can only be calculated 291

by traversal. The huge latency makes it impossible 292

to use one-tower model in coarse-grained response 293

retrieval. To leverage the expressiveness of one- 294

tower model, we propose fine-to-coarse distillation, 295

which can learn the knowledge of one-tower model 296

while keeping the multi-tower structure unchanged, 297

thereby improving the performance of the retriever. 298

2.3.2 Fine-to-Coarse Distillation 299

Take the two-tower student model (denoted as S) 300

for QS matching as an example, suppose we have 301

trained the corresponding one-tower teacher model 302

(denoted as T ). For a given query q, suppose there 303

are a list of sessions {s+, s−1 , ..., s−n } and the cor- 304

responding label y = {1, 0, ..., 0} ∈ Rn+1, that 305

is, one positive session and n negative sessions. 306

We denote the similarity score vector of query- 307

sessions computed by student model S (Equation 308

2) as zS ∈ Rn+1, then the objective of Equation 309

1 is equivalent to maximize the Kullback–Leibler 310

(KL) divergence (Van Erven and Harremos, 2014) 311

of the two distributions: softmax(zS) and y, where 312

softmax function turns the score vector to proba- 313

bility distribution. 314

The one-hot label y treats each negative sample 315

equally, while the similarity between query with 316

each negative sample is actually different. To learn 317

more accurate labels, we further use teacher model 318

T to calculate the similarity score vector between 319

q and S, denoted as zT ∈ Rn+1. We then replace 320

the original training objective with minimizing KL 321

divergence of the two distributions softmax(zS) 322

and softmax(zT ) (Figure 1), where the tempera- 323

ture parameter is applied in softmax function to 324

avoid saturation. 325

The method of fine-to-coarse distillation is to 326

push the student model (multi-tower) to learn the 327

predicted label of teacher model (one-tower) as a 328

soft target instead of original one-hot label. By 329

fitting the label predicted by the teacher model, 330

the multi-tower model can learn a more accurate 331

similarity score distribution from the one-tower 332
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model while keeping the structure unchanged.333

3 Datasets Construction334

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model,335

we construct two new datasets based on the Reddit336

comments dump (Zhang et al., 2019) and Twitter337

corpus2. We create a training set, a multi-contexts338

(MC) test set and a candidate database for Reddit339

and Twitter respectively. For Reddit, we create an340

additional single-context (SC) test set. The motiva-341

tion for these settings is explained in § 4.3. The size342

of our candidate database is one million in Twit-343

ter and ten million in Reddit respectively, which344

is very challenging for response retrieval. Table 1345

shows the detailed statistics. We use exactly the346

same steps to build dataset for Reddit and Twitter,347

and similar datasets can also build from other large348

dialogue corpus in this way.349

MC test set We first find out a set of responses350

with multiple contexts from candidate database, de-351

noted as R. For each response r in R, we randomly352

select one context c from its all corresponding con-353

texts Cr to construct a context-response (CR) pair,354

and put the others contexts (denoted as C−
r ) back355

to the database. Our MC test set consists of these356

CR pairs. Each response in MC test set has multi-357

ple contexts, which ensures that there exits other358

contexts in the database that also correspond to359

this response, so the retrieval recall rate can be360

computed to evaluate the MC test set.361

SC test set We create another test set (SC) for362

Reddit dataset. Contrary to the MC test set, each363

response in SC test set has only one context, i.e.,364

there is no context in the database that exactly cor-365

responds to the response. Obviously, the retrieval366

recall rate is invalid (always zero) on SC test set.367

We introduce other methods to evaluate SC test set368

in § 4.2. The SC test set is a supplement to the MC369

test set which can evaluate the quality of retrieved370

responses given those “unique" contexts.371

Candidate database To adapt to different re-372

trieval methods, the candidate database is designed373

with 4 fields, namely context, response, session.374

Our candidate database consists of random context-375

response pairs except those in the MC and SC test376

sets. Besides, as mentioned above, those unse-377

lected context-response pairs (C−
r ) are deliberately378

merged into the database.379

2https://github.com/Marsan-Ma-zz/chat_
corpus

Datasets Training set Test set DatabaseMC SC

Reddit 300K 20K 20K 10M
Twitter 20K 2K - 1M

Table 1: Data statistics of our new constructed datasets.

Train set The construction of training set is 380

intuitive and similar to test set. It consists of 381

responses and their corresponding multiple con- 382

texts. Formally, the training set can be denote as 383

D = {ri, ci,1, ..., ci,q}Ni=1, ri is a response and 384

{ci,1, ..., ci,q} are all contexts with response ri, 385

where q depends on ri, and q ≥ 2. 386

It is worth noting that there is no overlap be- 387

tween the contexts in the database and the contexts 388

in the training set, which may prevent potential 389

data leakage during training process to overesti- 390

mate the evaluation metrics. The details of dataset 391

construction are introduced in Appendix A. 392

4 Experiments 393

We conduct extensive experiments on the con- 394

structed datasets. In this section, we present ex- 395

perimental settings, evaluation metrics, model per- 396

formance, human evaluation, etc. to demonstrate 397

the effectiveness of the proposed models. 398

4.1 Compared Models 399

For baselines, we select BM25 (Robertson and 400

Zaragoza, 2009) as sparse representations based 401

method, which is widely used in real scenarios in 402

text matching. Based on BM25 system and the two 403

matching methods (QC and QS matching), two re- 404

trievers can be obtained, denoted as BM25-QC and 405

BM25-QS respectively. We choose multi-tower 406

models as dense representations based methods. 407

They are bi-encoder based two-tower models for 408

QC matching and QS matching (denoted as BE- 409

QC and BE-QS), and tri-encoder based three-tower 410

model for DQS matching (denoted as TE-DQS). In 411

addition, to demonstrate the advantages of contex- 412

tual matching, we also report the results of query- 413

response (QR) matching, two retrievers are build 414

based on BM25 system and two-tower model (de- 415

noted as BM-QR and BE-QR). 416

There are three variants of our proposed CFC 417

models, they are the distilled versions of BE-QC, 418

BE-QS and TE-DQS, which are called CFC-QC, 419

CFC-QS and CFC-DQS respectively. The distil- 420

lation of each student model needs to train the 421
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MC Test Set SC Test Set

Retriever
Coverage@K Perplexity@K Relevance@K Perplexity@K Relevance@K

Top-1 Top-20 Top-100 Top-500 Top-1 Top-20 Top-1 Top-20 Top-1 Top-20 Top-1 Top-20
Gold - - - - 205.7 73.1 181.8 82.0
Contextual matching
BM25-QC 1.1 3.9 5.7 7.8 210.5 217.9 61.5 53.5 208.3 217.5 60.6 52.1
BM25-QS 0.9 3.6 5.8 8.3 207.7 214.2 80.0 73.9 200.0 208.3 81.6 74.1
BE-QC 1.3 5.3 8.1 12.3 205.4 211.5 81.3 75.8 194.4 203.2 82.9 78.3
BE-QS 1.6 5.9 11.8 20.4 200.1 206.1 85.0 80.2 190.9 199.8 85.3 80.6
TE-DQS 1.5 5.5 9.7 18.1 201.3 207.5 84.8 79.8 190.5 198.2 85.5 80.4
CFC-QC 2.9 6.5 9.1 13.0 199.5 208.9 84.9 78.6 187.5 196.3 86.2 80.8
CFC-QS 4.2 7.8 13.1 21.3 194.8 203.1 87.8 82.8 184.3 193.1 88.3 83.4
CFC-DQS 3.7 7.3 12.7 19.4 196.5 205.3 86.9 81.9 184.8 192.6 88.1 83.3
Non-contextual matching
BM25-QR 0.2 0.7 1.3 2.4 214.2 219.2 60.3 52.9 202.8 214.5 70.4 62.7
BE-QR 0.2 0.8 1.5 2.6 207.2 213.4 72.8 67.2 198.1 206.5 78.2 71.4

Table 2: Automated evaluation metrics on Reddit test set. For MC and SC test set, we both report Perplexity@1/20
and Relevance@1/20; for SC test set, we additionally report Coverage@1/20/100/500. For Coverage@K and
Relevance@K, we report the numerator of its percentage, and the larger the better; for Perplexity@K, the smaller
the better.

Retriever
Coverage@K

Top-1 Top-20 Top-100 Top-500

BM25-QC 16.2 28.5 35.7 42.9
BM25-QS 16.3 28.3 35.1 42.8

BE-QC 19.6 36.2 46.4 56.5
BE-QS 22.1 38.9 49.7 60.2

TE-DQS 21.5 38.4 49.5 60.4
CFC-QC 24.2 39.1 48.6 58.2
CFC-QS 28.8 43.7 52.8 62.6

CFC-DQS 28.2 43.3 52.5 61.9

Table 3: Automated evaluation metrics on Twitter test
set, we report Coverage@1/20/100/500 on the MC test
set.

corresponding teacher model. In particular, the422

distillation from TE-DQS to CFC-DQS requires423

two teacher models, because the similarity between424

both query-context and query-response needs to be425

calculated.426

We summarize the details of compared models427

and provide training details in Appendix B.428

4.2 Evaluation Metrics429

Following previous work (Xiong et al., 2020;430

Karpukhin et al., 2020), Coverage@K is used431

to evaluate whether Top-K retrieved candidates432

include the ground-truth response. It is equiva-433

lent to recall metric RM@K that often used in434

fine-grained RS, where N is the size of candidate435

database. However, Coverage@K is only suitable436

for evaluating the MC test set, and it is incapable437

for evaluating the overall retrieval quality due to438

the one-to-many relationship between context and 439

response. As a supplement, we propose two auto- 440

mated evaluation metrics based on pre-trained mod- 441

els, i.e., Perplexity@K and Relevance@K. For re- 442

trieved Top-K responses, DialogGPT (Zhang et al., 443

2019) is used to calculate the conditional perplexity 444

of the retrieved response given the query. Dialog- 445

GPT is a language model pre-trained on 147M 446

multi-turn dialogue from Reddit discussion thread 447

and thus very suitable for evaluating our created 448

Reddit dataset. Perplexity@K is the average per- 449

plexity of Top-K retrieved responses. In addition to 450

Perplexity, we also evaluate the correlation between 451

the query and retrieved response. We use Dialo- 452

gRPT (Gao et al., 2020), which is pre-trained on 453

large-scale human feedback data with the human- 454

vs-rand task that predicts how likely the response 455

is corresponding to the given context rather than 456

a random response. Relevance@K is the average 457

predicted correlation degree between query and 458

Top-K retrieved responses. Perplexity@K and Rel- 459

evance@K are average metrics based on all Top-K 460

retrieved responses, so they can reflect the overall 461

retrieval quality. 462

4.3 Overall Performance 463

We demonstrate the main results in Table 2 and Ta- 464

ble 3 and discuss model performance from multiple 465

perspectives. 466

Dense vs. sparse It can be seen that the per- 467

formance of dense retrievers far exceed that of the 468

BM25 system, which shows rich semantic informa- 469
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tion of PLMs and additional training can boost the470

performance of the retriever. For example, com-471

pared with BM25 system, the best undistilled dense472

retrievers (BE-QS) have a obvious improvement473

in three metrics. For Coverage@K, the Top-500474

recall rate of BE-QS on the MC test set of Reddit475

and Twitter increase by 12.1% and 17.4% absolute476

compared with BM25-QS. For Perplexity@K, the477

Top-20 average perplexity of BE-QS on the MC478

and SC test sets of Reddit is reduced by 8.1 and479

8.5 absolute compared with BM25-QS. For Rele-480

vance@K, the Top-20 average relevance of BE-QS481

on the MC and SC test sets on Reddit increase by482

6.3% and 6.5% absolute compared with BM25-QS.483

Coverage@K measures the retriever’s ability to484

retrieve gold response, while Perplexity@K and485

Relevance@K measure the overall retrieval quality.486

Our results show the consistency of the three met-487

rics, namely, the recall rate and the overall retrieval488

quality have a positive correlation.489

Matching method Compared with contextual490

matching, query-response (QR) matching has a491

much lower retrieval recall rate, which is also ver-492

ified in (Lan et al., 2020). We think it is because493

that response is usually a short text of one-sentence494

and contains insufficient information, and there495

may be little keywords that overlap with the query.496

Therefore, it is important to consider contextual497

matching in the RBD system.498

Compared to QC matching, QS and DQS match-499

ing should be encouraged in practice due to the500

additional information provided by the response.501

However, the BM25 system can not make good use502

of the information of response, as BM25-QS model503

does not show obvious advantages over BM25-QC504

on both Reddit and Twitter datasets. In contrast,505

dense retrieval models can effectively utilize the re-506

sponse. For example, BE-QS outperforms BE-QC507

greatly by 7.9% absolute in terms of Top-500 re-508

sponse retrieval recall rate in MC test set of Reddit.509

For QS and DQS matching, there is little differ-510

ence in performance. Especially for SC test set on511

Reddit and MC test set on Twitter, the performance512

difference is minimal. One potential advantage of513

DQS is that it can utilize positive query-response514

pairs, whose number is much larger than positive515

query-context pairs.516

Distillation benefit We future focus on the per-517

formance gain from fine-to-coarse distillation. The518

distilled models achieve obvious improvement in519
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Figure 3: The Impact of database size on Cover-
age@500 metric of BM25-QS, BE-QS, CFC-QS.

all three metrics. An obvious pattern is that the dis- 520

tilled models get more larger improvement with a 521

smaller K. Take Twitter dataset as example, the Top- 522

500 retrieval recall rate of CFC models increase by 523

1.5∼2.4 after distillation, while the Top-1 retrieval 524

recall rate increased by 4.6∼6.7. On Perplexity@K 525

and Relevance@K, our CFC models has similar 526

performance. The significant improvement in the 527

retrieval recall rate at small K’s is especially bene- 528

ficial to fine-grained response selection, because it 529

opens up more possibility to the ranker to choose 530

good response while seeing fewer candidates. The 531

above results indicate that our student models ben- 532

efit from learning or inheriting fine-grained knowl- 533

edge from teacher models. To more clearly demon- 534

strate the performance gains of our model after 535

distillation, we provide the specific values of these 536

gains in Table 7 in Appendix C. 537

Difference between Reddit and Twitter Since 538

DialogGPT and DialogRPT is not pre-trained on 539

Twitter, Perplexity@K and Relevance@K are not 540

suitable for evaluating Twitter dataset. Therefore, 541

we do not build SC test set for Twitter. Com- 542

pared to Twitter, the Reddit dataset we use is much 543

larger with more common multi-turn conversations, 544

and significantly higher retrieval difficulty. The 545

Top-500 retrieval recall rate on Twitter reach 60%, 546

while Reddit only reached about 20%, which in- 547

dicates that the coarse-grained response retrieval 548

task in open domain conversations still has great 549

challenges. 550

5 Further Analysis 551

5.1 Effect of Database Size 552

We discuss the impact of the size of candidate 553

database on the performance of the model. For 554

different candidate database size (from one million 555

to ten million), we compare the Coverage@500 556

metric of BM25-QS, BE-QS, and CFC-QS on the 557
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Avg. Rank Cohen’s Kappa
CFC-QS 1.448 0.728
BE-QS 2.056 0.647

BM25-QS 2.494 0.626

Table 4: Human average rank score of BM25-QS, BE-
QS and CFC-QS.

Win Loss Cohen’s Kappa
CFC-QS vs. BE-QS 0.747 0.253 0.634
CFC-QS vs. BM25-QS 0.816 0.184 0.672

Table 5: Human pairwise comparison of BM25-QS, BE-
QS and CFC-QS.

MC test set of Reddit (Figure 3). It can be seen that558

Coverage@500 shows a slow downward trend as559

the database size increases. Increasing the size of560

the database will not make the model performance561

drop rapidly, which shows the effectiveness and562

robustness of our models.563

5.2 Human Evaluation564

To further evaluate and compare our models, we565

conduct a human evaluation experiment. We ran-566

dom select 1000 queries from the MC and SC test567

set (500 each) of Reddit dataset, and retrieve the568

Top-1 response by the BM25-QS, BE-QS and CFC-569

QS models respectively. Three crowd-sourcing570

workers are asked to score the responses. For each571

query, the annotator will strictly rank the retrieved572

responses of the three models. We report the aver-573

age rank scores (between 1 and 3, the smaller the574

better) and the winning rate in pairwise comparison.575

Each two annotators have a certain number (about576

200) of overlapping annotated samples. To eval-577

uate the inter-rater reliability, the Cohen’s kappa578

coefficient (Kraemer, 2014) is adopted.579

Table 4 and Table 5 report the average rank-580

ing score of each model and pairwise comparison581

between models respectively. The average rank-582

ing score of CFC-QS is the highest, and CFC-583

QS can beat BE-QS and BM25 in most cases584

(74.7%∼81.6%), which indicates CFC-QS occu-585

pies a clear advantage in Top-1 retrieval. All Co-586

hen’s Kappa coefficients is between 0.6 and 0.7,587

indicating annotators reach moderate agreement.588

The results of human evaluation further verify the589

performance improvement brought by distillation590

to the model. We select several examples with hu-591

man evaluation as case study and these results are592

presented in Appendix E.593

5.3 Retrieval efficiency 594

We compare the retrieval latency of BM25-QS and 595

BE-QS on the reddit MC test set, which represent 596

the efficiency of the sparse and dense retriever re- 597

spectively. We fix the batch size to 32 and retrieve 598

top 100 most similar candidates. With the help 599

of FAISS index, the average retrieval time of each 600

batch by BE-QS is 581.8ms. In contrast, the aver- 601

age retrieval time by BM25 system using file index 602

is 1882.6ms, about three times that of BE-QS. This 603

indicates that the dense retriever also has an advan- 604

tage in retrieval efficiency. 605

The relatively inferior of dense retriever is that it 606

needs to compute the embeddings of the candidate 607

database and establish the FAISS index, which is 608

quite time-consuming and it takes about 9 hours 609

for BE-QS to handle 10 million candidates with 610

8 GPUs, while it only takes about 10 minutes to 611

build a BM25 index. 612

Since distillation does not change the structure of 613

the retriever, it will not affect the retrieval efficiency. 614

The cost of distillation is mainly reflected in the 615

training of the teacher model and the extensive 616

forward calculation in the distillation process. 617

6 Related Work 618

Fine-grained Response Selection In recent 619

years, many works have been proposed to improve 620

the performance of fine-grained selection module 621

in retrieval-based chatbots (Zhang et al., 2018; 622

Zhou et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2019; Whang et al., 623

2019; Yuan et al., 2019). Owing to the rapid devel- 624

opment of pre-trained language models (PLMs) 625

(Radford et al., 2019), recent works (Gu et al., 626

2020; Whang et al., 2021; Sevegnani et al., 2021) 627

achieve the state-of-the-art (SOTA) results by uti- 628

lizing PLMs such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) 629

to model cross-attention and complex intersection 630

between the context and response. 631

Coarse-grained Response Selection On the 632

other hand, coarse-grained dialogue retrieval is an 633

important but rarely explored field. Limited by ef- 634

ficiency, there are usually two methods for coarse- 635

grained response selection, i.e., the sparse repre- 636

sentations based method represented by BM25 637

(Robertson and Zaragoza, 2009), and the dense 638

representations based method represented by dual- 639

Encoder (Chidambaram et al., 2018; Humeau et al., 640

2019; Karpukhin et al., 2020; Lan et al., 2020; Lin 641

et al., 2020). 642
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Ethical Statement643

In this paper, different ethical restrictions deserve644

discussion.645

The datasets we created are derived from large646

dialogue corpus that publicly available on the Inter-647

net, and we strictly followed the platform’s policies648

and rules when obtaining data from web platforms.649

We did not use any author-specific information in650

our research.651

Online large dialogue corpus may includes some652

bias, such as political bias and social bias, and our653

model might have inherited some forms of these654

bias. In order to limit these bias as much as pos-655

sible, we filter controversial articles and removed656

data with offensive information when possible.657
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A Dataset Construction Details 823

To filter boring and dull content and speed up the 824

retrieval speed, we set a limit for the length of con- 825

texts and responses. We limit the context to contain 826

at least 5 words and less than 128 words, and the 827

response contains at least 5 words and less than 64 828

words. It is specially beneficial to limit the length 829

of the response, since according to our statistics, 830

many short responses such as "Fair Enough" and 831

"Thanks :D" may have large number (tens of thou- 832

sands) of different contexts. 833

Besides, we also limit the upper limit of the 834

number of contexts corresponding to the response. 835

The number of contexts of each response in the 836

MC test set is limited to no more than 50, which 837

is to prevent the selected responses from being 838

a meaningless universal response. The detailed 839

construction of the two test sets is described in 840

Algorithm 1. 841

To construct the training set, we need to find 842

out responses that corresponding multiple contexts. 843

We use dict to implement it, where the key is the 844

response and the value is the list of corresponding 845

contexts. During the training of the multi-tower 846

model, in each iteration, a batch of keys is ran- 847

domly sampled from the dict. For each key (i.e., 848

each response) in the batch, two contexts are ran- 849

domly selected from the corresponding value (i.e., 850

the list of contexts), one of which is used as the 851

query and the other is used as a positive context, 852

and the key is used as a positive response. The 853
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Algorithm 1 Construction of SC & MC test set.
1: R: A set of unique responses.
2: SC ′ = ∅
3: MC ′ = ∅
4: for each r ∈ R do
5: Cr = FindAllContexts(r) ▷ Find all

contexts whose response is r.
6: if |Cr| > 1 then
7: C−

r , c = Split(Cr) ▷ Random pick
one context c from Cr, the remaining contexts
is denoted as C−

r .
8: MC ′ = MC ′ ∪ {c, r}
9: else

10: SC ′ = SC ′ ∪ {c ∈ Cr, r}
11: end if
12: end for each
13: MC = RandomSample(MC ′)
14: SC = RandomSample(SC ′)
15: return SC, MC

other contexts and responses in the batch are all854

negative instances of the query.855

B Model Details856

Due to the different matching methods, the train-857

ing of different retrievers requires slightly different858

input. Taking BE-QC as an example, given a query,859

positive and negative contexts are needed to learn860

the representation of query and contexts, while in861

BE-QS, positive and negative sessions are required.862

Besides, the distillation of each student model re-863

quires training corresponding teacher model, and864

the data of training teacher model is consistent with865

the student model. We summarize the input, out-866

put, and training objectives of student and teacher867

models in Table 6.868

To implement the BM25 method, we use Elastic-869

search3, which is a powerful search engine based870

on Lucene library (Białecki et al., 2012). For dense871

retrieval methods, FAISS (Johnson et al., 2019)872

toolkit is used to retrieve candidate vectors. All873

encoders in our tower models (including one-tower,874

two-tower and three-tower) are initialized with bert-875

base4, which includes 12 encoder layers, embed-876

ding size of 768 and 12 attention heads. For dense877

models (BE-QC, BE-QS, TE-DQS), we use the878

same batch size of 32 for Reddit and Twitter, and879

3https://www.elastic.co/
4https://huggingface.co/

bert-base-uncased

we train 30 epochs on Reddit and 10 epochs on 880

Twitter. For all teacher models, we use the same 881

batch size of 16, and we train 40 epochs on Red- 882

dit and 20 epochs on Twitter. For the distillation 883

(CFC-QC, CFC-QS, CFC-DQS), we train addi- 884

tional 10 epochs on reddit and 5 epochs on twitter 885

respectively, starting from the early checkpoints 886

(20 epochs in Reddit and 5 epochs in Twitter for 887

fair comparison) of BE-QC, BE-QS, TE-DQS. We 888

use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer with 889

learning rate of 2e-4 and the warmup steps of 200 890

to optimize the parameters. We set the knowledge 891

distillation temperature to 3 and the rate of distilla- 892

tion loss to 1.0. All experiments are performed on 893

a server with 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100 32G GPUs. 894

C Distillation Benefit 895

To more clearly show the performance gains of our 896

model after distillation, we present the specific val- 897

ues of these gains in Table 7. Readers can compare 898

the results in this table when reading the Distilla- 899

tion Benefit part in § 4.3. Positive Coverage@K 900

and Relevance@K, and negative Perplexity@K all 901

represent the improvement of model performance. 902

After the distillation, the accuracy and correlation 903

between the retrieved responses and the query in- 904

crease, and the conditional perplexity decreases, 905

indicating the huge benefits of distillation. 906

D Parameter Sharing 907

Sharing parameters in dual-encoder structure is a 908

common practice. As shown in Figure 2, for the 909

encoders in the dotted line, sharing parameters may 910

be beneficial. We try parameter sharing settings on 911

the BE-QC and TE-DQS models, respectively. We 912

add two sets of experiments on the MC test set of 913

Reddit, as shown in Table 8. The results show that 914

whether or not to share parameters has little impact 915

on Coverage@K. Therefore, we can share encoder 916

parameters to reduce model complexity with little 917

loss of performance. 918

Our guess is as follows, the sampling strategy 919

(with replacement) create a certain probability that 920

the query and the context are exactly the same, so 921

the multi-tower model can learn that two identical 922

samples are positive samples for each other, even 923

if the parameters of the encoders are not shared. 924

E Case Study 925

As sparse representations base method, BM25 sys- 926

tem tends to retrieve responses that overlaps with 927
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Match Model-ID Architecture Training Inference
Input Loss Input Output

QC
BE-QC(S) Two-Tower QY, POS CXT, NEG CXTs CT QY, CXT DSS
BE-QC(T) One-Tower QY, CXT, LABEL CE QY, CXT FSS

QS
BE-QS(S) Two-Tower QY, POS SESS, NEG SESSs CT QY, SESS DSS
BE-QS(T) One-Tower QY, SESS, LABEL CE QY, SESS FSS

DQS
TE-DQS(S) Three-Tower QY, POS CXT, NEG CXTs, POS RESP, NEG RESPs CT QY, CXT, RESP DSS
TE-DQS(T1) One-Tower QY, CXT, LABEL CE QY, CXT FSS
TE-DQS(T2) One-Tower QY, RESP, LABEL CE QY, RESP FSS

QR BE-QR Two-Tower QY, POS RESP, NEG RESPs CE QY, RESP DSS
Abbreviation
S(Student), T(Teacher), QY(Query), CXT(Context), RESP(Response), SESS(Session), POS(Positive), NEG (Negative),
CT(Contrastive), CE(Cross Entropy), DSS(Dot-product based Similarity Score), FSS(Feature based Similarity Score)

Table 6: The input, output and training objectives of tower models in this paper. For each matching method, one or
two teacher models need to be trained for knowledge distillation.

Dataset
Distillation Coverage@K Perplexity@K Relevance@K

Before After Top-1 Top-20 Top-100 Top-500 Top-1 Top-20 Top-1 Top-20

Reddit
BE-QC 99K CFC-QC +1.6 +1.2 +1.0 +0.7 -5.9 -2.6 +3.6 +2.7
BE-QS 99K CFC-QS +2.6 +1.9 +1.3 +0.9 -5.3 -3.0 +2.8 +2.7
TE-DQS 99K CFC-DQS +2.3 +1.8 +2.9 +1.3 -4.9 -2.1 +2.1 +2.1

Twitter
BE-QC 99K CFC-QC +4.6 +2.9 +2.2 +1.7 - - - -
BE-QS 99K CFC-QS +6.7 +4.8 +3.1 +2.4 - - - -
TE-DQS 99K CFC-DQS +6.7 +4.9 +3.0 +1.5 - - - -

Table 7: Model performance gain after distillation on the MC test set of Reddit and Twitter dataset.

Retriever
Coverage@K

Top-1 Top-20 Top-100 Top-500

BE-QC 1.31 5.28 8.12 12.26
↪→ share 1.29 5.26 8.12 12.26
TE-DQS 1.47 5.52 9.74 18.12
↪→ share 1.49 5.51 9.73 18.11

Table 8: Impact of parameter sharing on model perfor-
mance.

the context. For some complicated cases, BM25928

cannot correctly retrieve those seemingly unrelated,929

but are the best answer in the current context.930

In second case of Table 9, BM25 selects the931

response that contains "Spider Man 2099" in the932

query. But in the context of the forum, "Can I933

get Spider Man 2099" is actually looking for the934

e-book files of this comic. Compared to the com-935

ments of Spider Man 2099 given by BM25, our936

model retrieves "You got it PM (private message)937

sent!" is a harder to find, but more accurate re-938

sponse.939

The third case is an in-game item trading query.940

In related forums, "keys" are used as currency.941

"Knife Scorched FT" and "19keys" in query re-942

spectively represent an item to be sold and its ex-943

pected price. The result of BM25 covers "knife"944

and "key", but the meaning of the whole sentence 945

does not match the query. On the other hand, our 946

model selected "I only have 15keys", a standard 947

bargaining, perfectly match the query. 948

There are also some examples such as case 4. 949

Our model gives worse results than BM25. In case 950

4, CFC-QS retrieves a worse result, and the re- 951

sponse retrieved by BE-QS is relatively better. 952

F Conclusion 953

In this paper, we propose a Contextual Fine-to- 954

Coarse (CFC) distilled model. In CFC model, we 955

adopt matching on both query-response and query- 956

context. Considering the retrieval latency, we use 957

multi-tower architecture to learn the dense repre- 958

sentations of queries, responses and corresponding 959

contexts. To further enhance the performance of 960

the retriever, we distill the knowledge learned by 961

the one-tower architecture (fine-grained) into the 962

multi-tower architecture (coarse-grained). We con- 963

struct two new datasets based on Reddit comment 964

dump and Twitter corpus, and extensive experi- 965

mental results demonstrate the effectiveness and 966

potential of our proposed model. In the future work, 967

we will further explore how the enhancement of 968

coarse-grained RS can help fine-grained RS. 969
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Number Query Method Response Rank

Case 1 My pc Isn’t good enough unfortunately

Gold How old is your computer ? -
CFC-QS what are your PC specs ? 1

BE-QS
Idk but apps aren’t great on ps4 .
My roku ultra is much faster for whatever reason .

2

BM25
I’ m on the edge . deals are good ,
but good enough to reactivate my pc ?

3

Case 2 Can I get Spider Man 2099

Gold Good trade , thanks ! -
CFC-QS You got it PM sent ! 1
BE-QS Sure , 1 by Paypal pls : xxx@hotmail.com 2

BM25
right now , Spider man 2099 is
the best written spider man .

3

Case 3 Gut Knife Scorched FT , worth 19keys

Gold No thanks . Sorry -
CFC-QS I only have 15keys . 1
BE-QS Add me on steam ! Nvm I added you . 2
BM25 Nah only keys , knives are meh to me , all of’em . 3

Case 4 The email is returning failures to deliver

Gold Should be working now . -
CFC-QS THE email ? It’s just email ! ! 3

BE-QS
It asks for your username I think , doesn’t it ?
Try just enter your username you used to register
instead of the email and let me know if that works .

1

BM25 did you get my email with the pic ? 2

Table 9: Four retrieved cases on our human evaluation set. We report Top-1 retrieved response of the three models
as well as gold response. The Rank column is the ranking of the three responses given by the annotator (the lower
the better).
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